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PROSPERITY AUTOMATED SYSTEM - HOME BASED BUSINESS TO BE FEATURED ON

CNN
Making money on the Internet just got easier due to a phenomenal company that is paying its associates generously. PAS stands for Prosperity Automated
System. It came online about three years ago, offering people the chance of a life time: buy a PAS license and PAS will start making $3,000 sales for you while
you do nothing.

It sounded obviously as a scam. The online marketers who got into it at the beginning did a lot of phone calls, emailing and researching. What's going on with
this company?

Some took the risks. An investment of $3,895 was required in order to make the big money. Some of these people were broke. Some were already rich. But
each one of them took his chance with this new player on the online business arena. Some got the money from their bank accounts, some put it on a credit
card, some borrowed the money from friends or relatives.

What happened?

The majority of them now are in vacation. They don't need to work anymore. Their work is done by their money and PAS. We are talking about hundreds of
thousands of dollars made in a few months.

It is really a phenomenon. In August 2006 PAS will be featured on CNN's Discovery Channel as one of the top online home based businesses.

People read about this company and they are skeptical, which is a good thing. Some of them pass it up, which is a bad thing. Will this company die sometime
soon? Practically impossible! There are billions of people on this planet looking for a better life. And PAS is able to offer it to them.

This is just a business review. But I do know first hand what kind of money people make with PAS and it is unbelievable that people do not know about it.

 


